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KeyWord search
A Keyword search looks for the term(s) 
in the title, synopsis, series title and 
subject headings.  don’t use too many 
words in this type of search.  remember 
the computer must find EVEry word you 
have used in the record for that item to 
appear in your results list.

Boolean operators Or and nOt only work 
in advanced search.

to search for an exact phrase, enclose 
the words in quotes.  Example: “staff 
development” will find those two words 
side by side in that order. 

truncation:  Entering letters plus an 
asterisk will search for all words beginning 
with those letters. For example, typing 
math* will find all words beginning with 
math.

Punctuation is ignored and text on 
either side is treated as separate words.  
Example: two-step will look for two and 
step.

By pulling down the menu under Keyword, 
you will have the option of searching on 
the following: Title; Titles by series; 
Titles by subject; Titles by dis/Pro/Pub; 
Titles by author; series browse; subject 
browse; author browse.

TiTle search
rather than entering long titles, it is better 
to type in a few key words from the title.  
if your version of the title doesn’t match 
ExActLy, you will not get any results 
even though we may have the title you are 
searching for.

subJecT search
Before limiting your search, be sure you 
know what subject headings are being 
used for your topic.  it is helpful to think of 
synonyms you may wish to search for first 
in either Keyword searching or subject 
searching.

the subject browse feature allows you to 
review what subjects are used by entering 
a term you wish to check.  Example:  by 
typing reading in a subject browse search, 
you will find many different headings that 
include the term reading.  From this list, 
you can choose relevant subject headings.

“Browse our subjects” is a button that links 
to options for viewing subject headings.  
this is a link to an option where a complete 
list of subject headings can be viewed.

disTribuTor/Producer/
Publisher search
the Titles by dis/Pro/Pub feature allows 
you to search for a company name.  the 
field is limited to 35 characters.  For 
companies with long names, you may 
find that the last part does not display and 
therefore, you get no hits if you type in 
the entire name of the company as your 
search.  An example: 
national council for the social studies.

Acronyms are used for some companies 
such as national council of teachers of 
English, which is listed as nctE.

For these reasons, if you wish to do 
a thorough search, you will need 
to determine the variations by 
experimenting.  

auThor search
the authors identified on a book are 
searchable in a Titles by author search.  
you may enter the name as – first name, 
last name or last name, first name.

Authors, editors, and speaker/presenters 
are listed in the Added Entry field in the 
GWAEA Online catalog.  Use a Keyword 
search to find these names.

Grant Wood AEA Online Catalog Web Site: 
http://medianet.aea10.k12.ia.us
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grade level search
if you are looking for materials on a specific 
grade level, you will find the variations in the 
audience level menu.  

the dropdown menu for audience level, 
from which you select all or one specific 
choice, can be expanded so that you may 
customize your search.  click the “Expand” 
button, and then click on the check boxes of 
your choice.  the search form at the bottom 
of the expanded search page includes a 
“return” button to go back to the dropdown 
menu selections.

if you are looking for professional resources, 
it is not necessary to adjust the grade level.  
All of the professional materials have an 
“Adult” grade level assigned to them.

advanced search
advanced search can be found under 
simple search in the dropdown menu.  this 
search allows you to use Boolean operators 
in your searching.  this is especially useful if 
you want to expand your search by using the 
“Or”.  Example:  grading Or report cards.

it is also useful in excluding words you 
don’t want by using the “nOt”.  Example:  
in a Titles by subject search in advanced 
you can enter “literacy nOt media” and 
eliminate all records that have the subject 
heading “Media Literacy.”  the system 
searches for a single word after the “nOt”.

addiTional search TiPs
Wildcard searches
Leaving the search term entry box blank 
with any combination of search parameters 
will give you everything in the collection 
within those parameters.

Example:  the following search will give 
you a list of all books on cds with a Primary 
grade designation:
 search: (Leave Blank)
 Format: Book compact disc
 Audience Level:   Primary

reset button
Press the “reset” button to remove all of 
the changes you have made to the search 
options and reset them to their default 
positions. 

new titles
new titles are flagged with one of the 
following icons:

 newest  Added in the last 90 days
 newer  since the July 1st that is more 
  than 6 months ago
 new  since the July 1st that is more 
  than 18 months ago

de streaming and learn360 digital 
video titles
digital video titles from dE streaming and 
Learn360 are available through the GWAEA 
Online catalog for client access.

the titles listed as dE streaming and 
Learn360 in the online catalog are digital 
video titles with catalog records provided 
by the company.  these records do not 
include subject headings, so they will not 
appear when doing a subject search.  All 
other searches will include dE streaming and 
Learn360 titles.

the search result list will display dE 
streaming digital titles with Us in front of the 
title number and Learn360 digital titles will 
have the letter L in front of the title number. 

addiTional selecTions
rss feeds available
rss links are now available for selected 
categories under each resource Area. 
resource Areas can be found under the 
“information” column on the first page of 
the online catalog. select your resource 
Area of interest and either print a PdF or 
sign up for rss where available. 

e-mail updates
sign up for interest areas and receive  
e-mail notifying you of new titles added to 
the GWAEA Media center in your area of 
interest.  Under the “Our collection” column 
on the first page of the Online catalog, click 
on Options Menu.  (you will be prompted 
to login if you have not already done that.)  
Under the “Update” column, click on 
“interest Areas” and follow the prompts.

Or sign up for rss Feeds or E-mail Updates 
under “subscribe” in the “Our collection” 
column on the first page of the online 
catalog.

individuals who sign up for these services 
will receive new titles when they are added 
to the catalog.

Mediagraphies
A mediagraphy is a group of titles that has 
been selected as a subset of the full catalog.

Tips on searching the grant Wood aea online catalog continued...

Questions or comments about 
this information should be 

forwarded to:

debbie crane
data resources Assistant

Grant Wood AEA
(319) 399-6455

1-800-332-8488 ext. 6455
dcrane@gwaea.org

What can the Media 
center at grant 

Wood aea do for 
you today?


